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INT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Chapter 5 starting still photo for Canon/Vimeo The Story

Beyond the Still contest of a young blond girl peering out

from behind an open doorway. (show for a couple of seconds)

MEDIUM SPEED CROSS FADE TO:

EXT. - WAREHOUSE DISTRICT - NIGHT

MEDIUM SHOT:

Car (not taxi cab) drives by (fairly fast) RIGHT to LEFT

with CAB DRIVER (as per TSBTS) driving it.

INT. - CABBIE’S CAR - NIGHT

Cab driver is talking on cell phone. (two versions, with and

without "I will, I promise." and "I love you, too.")

CAB DRIVER

No, I dropped the cab off at work.

(pause) I will, I promise. I’m

almost there, I have to go. (pause)

I love you, too.

(cab driver starts turning car steering wheel to the RIGHT

at the end of talking)

EXT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

EXTREME LONG SHOT:

Long setup shot of warehouse. (similar to that used in TSBTS

contest Chapter 4 winner "Alison") Car travels down road

into frame from LEFT.

EXT. - WAREHOUSE PROXIMITY - NIGHT

MEDIUM SHOT:

AMERICAN (30 to 40-ish, dressed semi-casual spy-ish) looking

through binoculars, slightly angled to his left, standing

next to the front driver’s side door of a car looking

through binoculars. He lowers the binoculars (held in his

RIGHT hand) and begins walking to his left.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

AMERICAN

That’s him.

EXT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

EXTREME LONG SHOT:

Car pulls into driveway and stops. Cabbie (so far away you

mostly can’t tell what he looks like -- suggesting

insignificance) gets out of car, looks around as he walks up

to the building. (ostensibly to enter)

EXT. - WAREHOUSE PROXIMITY - NIGHT

MEDIUM TWO-SHOT:

American walks up to stand near (but not too near --

vertical thirds distance) the RUSSIAN (early 50’s, short

dark hair, slightly graying, dressed in dark slacks and

shirt with a jacket) at the rear of their car. The Russian

is wearing dark sun glasses and they both look out toward

the warehouse, slightly angled to their left. The Russian

takes something small and black (about the size of a cell

phone) out of his LEFT pocket and looks down at it. The

American looks over and down and then back up to the

Russian’s face and then back out to the warehouse.

(reaction: stoic acceptance)

MEDIUM SHOT:

AMERICAN

It will be daylight soon.

CLOSE UP:

The Russian is holding a small black trigger device about

the size of a cell phone, with a switch, a button, and a red

and green light. Using his RIGHT hand, he pushes the button

and the green light comes on. He flips the switch and the

green light goes off and the red light blinks. He pushes the

button and the red light goes on solid and then blinks

quickly and goes solid again. A tenth of a second later

there is an explosion. (not seen except for bright light as

below)

LONG TWO SHOT:

(angled from their right side) American and Russian near

rear of car. The American raises his hand to shield the

bright light, and lowers it as the light fades. Russian

shows no reaction. You hear the large, rumbling explosion.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

MEDIUM SHOT:

(straight on or left side angled view) Turning his head

toward the Russian. (possible flickering light)

AMERICAN

(matter-of-factly)

Remind me to explain the concept of

"overkill" to you sometime.

EXTREME CLOSE UP:

Russian’s sunglasses show a reflection of the warehouse

building complex raging in fire. He takes off his sunglasses

using his RIGHT hand. (early cut)

MEDIUM TWO SHOT:

(right side angled view) The Russian looks at him with

indifference and puts the trigger device in his left coat

pocket and his sunglasses in his right coat pocket. He looks

up, and the American does, too, to see what he is looking

at...

AMERICAN

What?

...The Russian looks to his left and follows something in

the air in an arc, to his left rear, turning his body

slightly in that direction, and down to the ground slightly

behind him. He begins to move in that direction. The

American starts to turn that way.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

Skeleton key lands on the ground (road/tarmac), bounces,

about to land in a puddle.

CLOSE UP:

The key lands in the puddle, sizzling and steaming a little.

(SFX: mini-torch-heated key, also coated with baking soda

and dropped into an ice-cold puddle of white vinegar and

water)

MEDIUM SHOT:

AMERICAN

Do not keep me in the dark, Alexei.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

The Russian walks into shot and you see his reflection in

the puddle and maybe his feet and lower legs. He bends over,

picks up the key, stands back up, and turns back...

MEDIUM LONG TWO-SHOT:

From behind-left-ish the Russian as he walks back.

AMERICAN

(very slight suspicious

surprise)

Is that the key?

LONG TWO SHOT:

Russian takes a handkerchief out of his pocket and wipes off

the key while walking back toward the car and the American,

who is facing away from the camera, toward the Russian.

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Da. [Yes.]

MEDIUM SHOT:

(from across the rear of the car, as he turns and begins

walking toward the front of the car, following the Russian’s

movement -- dual back-and-forth dolly tracking shots

hereafter...)

AMERICAN

How did you know the key was going

to land in that spot?

MEDIUM SHOT:

(across the top of the car) As the Russian walks toward the

front of the passenger side of the car, slightly trailing

the American...

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Eta beyezonachee shto vui ne

znayete. [It is safer for you to

not know.]

MEDIUM SHOT:

(across the top of the car, slightly angled from rear to

front, so the "burning buildings" aren’t seen, but with a

flickering light coming from that direction (?))

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

AMERICAN

Did you have to kill the girl?

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Mui deyelayem shto mui dolzhnee

deyelats. [We do what we must do.]

The American stops at the car door (end of tracking dolly

for American), where he will be able to open it to get in.

AMERICAN

(sans humor)

You’re in America now. Speak

English.

The Russian stops at the car door (end of tracking dolly for

Russian), where you would be able to open it to get in, and

gives the American a slight look of irritation verging on

anger.

MEDIUM SHOT:

AMERICAN

(sans humor)

I’m kidding. It’s a joke.

RUSSIAN

You Americans and your... humor.

Davayete. [Let’s go.]

They get into the car. Russian opens door first (above), and

then cut to rear jib shot that starts high and goes low.

Long shot zoomed in to show depth of field focused on actors

(middle of car). Car starts and drives away, revealing a

white X painted on the road.

CUT TO:

INT. - CAR - NIGHT

(back-and-forth medium shots -- the Russian finishes wiping

off the key and puts away the handkerchief)

RUSSIAN

As for the girl... All things of

importance beget collateral damage.

Znayete. [You know this.]

AMERICAN

So, what was in the trunk?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

RUSSIAN

The trunk was never of

significance.

AMERICAN

The trunk was a MacGuffin?

RUSSIAN

It was never about the trunk. It

was always the key.

The Russian holds up the key and pulls it apart in two

pieces, showing a stiff red wire inside. He removes the wire

(a few inches long), rolls down the car window, and throws

the two halves of the key out, and rolls the window back up.

CUT TO:

EXT. - ROAD - NIGHT

The two parts of the key are shown bouncing on the road as

the car drives off into the distance down the road. (long

distance zoomed in depth of field shot?)

INT. - CAR - NIGHT

Interspersed with dialogue, the Russian picks up a laptop

computer from the floor and pulls a small USB device (SFX:

laptop USB mouse device) out of it. He wraps the wire around

the USB device, twisting the end, plugs it back into the

computer, and opens up the screen, which is already on and

ready. It shows a single icon on the desktop labeled

"Project Delaware". He hits the ENTER key and a program

starts up, performing a verification on the "wire device".

He has to enter a password first. And then the program

displays operation status: Accessing Device, Reading Data,

Analyzing, Decrypting, and Verifying.

AMERICAN

All of this over a piece of wire?

RUSSIAN

A very special wire, I assure you.

AMERICAN

We have to pick up Delaware at the

airport within the hour.

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Ya goloden... kak volk. [I am

hungry... like a wolf.]

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

AMERICAN

In America, we say, "I’m so hungry

I could eat a horse."

RUSSIAN

In Russia we do not eat horses.

The program completes, and the Russian closes the laptop.

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Khorosho. [Excellent.]

RUSSIAN

(motioning with his hand)

Pull in there. Bring Delaware to

me.

AMERICAN

You’re the boss.

RUSSIAN

Nyet. I am not.

The car pulls into a restaurant parking lot and stops. You

see the American messing with a ring on his finger. The

Russian starts to get out with the laptop and the American

grabs his LEFT wrist with his RIGHT hand. (the ring is

turned upside down) The Russian looks down at the grab and

back up at the American.

AMERICAN

Alexei. You are going to be here

when we return.

RUSSIAN

Delaware is the key.

The American releases the grab and the Russian gets out of

the car. (rear seat shot?)

EXT. - RESTAURANT PARKING LOT - TWILIGHT

MEDIUM LONG SHOT:

The car drives away.

MEDIUM SHOT:

The Russian looks down at the laptop and notices that the

USB device is no longer plugged in.

MEDIUM LONG SHOT:

(CONTINUED)
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From the Russian’s left as he is looking off toward car.

RUSSIAN

(with English subtitles)

Nyet! Amerikanskii Ooblyoodok! [No!

American Bastard!]

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

(from the left, looking down at his hands) The Russian drops

the laptop and his hands are shaking. He reaches toward his

left wrist with his right hand.

CLOSE UP:

There is a red dot with a circle of red inflammation around

it.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

The Russian coughs up some fizzy white or pinkish fluid

(SFX: Alka Seltzer) and falls to his left. (toward camera)

MEDIUM SHOT:

(jib and dolly, angled left-away to right-close, dollying

right-angled, following the Russian as he grabs a vehicle,

spits more fizzy fluid and falls between two cars, panning

left and down to his feet and legs, which are twitching, and

then stop -- camera motion should stop when the legs stop

moving)

CUT TO:

INT. - CAR - TWILIGHT

American is driving, takes out a cell phone and punches a

speed dial. Waits a second for answer.

AMERICAN

Green Horse Six Four Two Two Seven.

(pause) It’s me. I have the device.

Everything went as planned. I’ll be

there soon, after I dump the car.

He hangs up.

CUT TO:



9.

EXT. - ROAD - TWILIGHT

(inter-cut with above dialogue) Medium shot (effective close

up) of a traffic light going from green to yellow to red.

CUT TO:

INT. - CAR - TWILIGHT

American slows to a stop. He holds up the device in his

right hand. POV his right-rear side looking down toward the

steering wheel and dash.

CLOSE UP:

AMERICAN

He didn’t have to kill the girl.

{Alt: He shouldn’t have killed the girl.}

CUT TO:

EXT. - ROAD - TWILIGHT

The traffic light changes to green. (final contest image)

NOTE: if there isn’t sufficient time to stay within the

4-minute limit, the Russian will be killed in the car, as an

alternate sequence)


